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DECISION AND ORDER 

Two deputies, Swarr and Lucero, were escorting an inmate down a jail hallway. 

Denver Deputy Sheriff Monwell Fuller ("Appellant"), who had a history with this 

inmate, inserted himself into the situation. He came over to the inmate and the other 

two deputies. He bumped the inmate once. He bumped the inmate a second time.1 The 

inmate got verbal with the Appellant. The inmate further objected to Appellant's 

presence by becoming agitated and animated. He eventually expressed his displeasure 

by using his hands in a demonstrative manner (not touching Appellant) by twice raising 

his hand and pointing at Appellant. It did not appear that the prisoner ever made a fist 

at Appellant or made any other gesture indicating that he would attempt to strike 

Appellant. Appellant responded by grabbing the inmate's throat and pinning him to the 

wall. This episode was caught on video. As a result of this use of force, the Department 

of Safety reviewed the incident. It was determined that Appellant's use of force as well 

1 These shoulder bumps were intentional. 



as the choice of force was unjustified, inappropriate and, therefore, in violation of 

departmental policy. Appellant was issued a ten-day disciplinary suspension. 

Appellant appealed this discipline to a Hearing Officer. The Hearing officer, after 

taking testimony and reviewing evidence (including the video of the incident), upheld 

the imposition of discipline in its entirety. In doing so, she determined that Appellant's 

use of force was unjustified, both as to the amount of force used, as well as to the nature 

of the force. In addition, she determined that during the hearing, Appellant lacked 

credibility. She also discounted the opinions offered by other deputies who claimed 

there was nothing wrong with anything Appellant did that day. 

Appellant filed a timely petition for review. While it is a close call whether 

Appellant, in that Petition, actually raised issues justifying our review, we will assume 

that Appellant's appeal is based on a misinterpretation of the use of force rules, as well 

as a lack of evidence justifying the Hearing Officer's decision. Because we find no 

misinterpretation of any rule and further find that all of the Hearing Officer's factual 

findings are amply supported by record evidence and because we further believe that all 

of the legal and actual conclusions drawn by the Hearing Officer are supported by record 

evidence and well-reasoned, we affirm her decision. 

Appellant argues commencing at page 5 of his brief that the Hearing Officer's 

decision was arbitrary, contrary to legal standards, and substantially unsupported by the 

overwhelming weight of the evidence. We believe we can accurately distill this argument 

(which is the only argument advanced by Appellant, taking up the remainder of his brief) 

down to a claim that the Hearing Officer was wrong because all of Appellant's co-workers 

who testified at hearing expressed the opinion that Appellant was justified in going to the 

throat of the inmate, meaning that the choke-hold of short duration was not an exercise of 
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unreasonable force in violation of Agency policy.2 

Before we deal with the larger issue raised by Appellant's argument as a whole, we 

will deal with some of the less-developed arguments implied within Appellant's brief. At 

page 6 of his brief, Appellant appears to imply that either the representative from the 

Director of Safety's Office3, or the Hearing Officer, or both, failed to use the proper standard 

in judging the Appellant's conduct. Specifically, Appellant appears to accuse them of 

judging Appellant's conduct from a reasonable "person" standard as opposed to a 

reasonable "officer" standard. This argument, however, is not supported by the record. The 

closest thing Appellant offers as support for this argument is the observation that Ms. Elwell 

lacks law enforcement experience. Appellant has pointed to nothing in the record which 

would indicate that the Hearing Officer did not consider the propriety of Appellant's 

conduct in relation to the Agency's use of force policy from the standpoint of a reasonable 

officer. 

Appellant also appears to suggest that the Hearing Officer and the Agency's Civilian 

Review Officer did not or could not have used the reasonable officer standard because 

neither have been officers or possessed experience in law enforcement. We categorically 

reject any contention that our Hearing Officer or any representative of the Safety Office 

cannot understand the reasonable officer standard or evaluate conduct properly pursuant to 

that standard based on the fact that neither has ever been a law enforcement officer or had 

law enforcement experience. As we have noted previously4, were this argument to be given 

any weight at all, it would prohibit practically every judge and every juror from ever 

2Appellant at page 6 of his brief. 
3Shannon Elwell holds the position of Civilian Review Administrator. She now acts as the designee of the 
Executive Director of Safety in matters of Denver Sheriffs Department discipline. After reviewing her 
work histocy and other training (Transcript Vol. I, p. 69:24-71:13), no reasonable person would conclude 
that, despite never having been a police officer or a corrections officer, she is either unfamiliar with or 
unable to grasp the legal and situational intricacies and nuances involved with appropriate force and 
reasonable officer standards. 
4 In the Matter of Brady Lovingier, No. 48-13,A, n.14 
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deciding an excessive force case brought in state or federal court. The proposition proposed 

by Appellant is, frankly, absurd. 

At page 10 of his brief Appellant suggests that the testimony of the Agency's 

witnesses should be discounted because, unlike some of Appellant's witnesses, they were 

not on the scene to personally witness the incident. Because of the existence of the video, 

however, the witnesses did not need to be personally on the scene to be able to see what 

happened. Just like the Hearing Officer, they were able to make their own determinations 

and conclusions based on what they witnessed - even if that witnessing was done through 

the viewing of a video, rather than through their actual presence.s 

At page 11 of his brief, Appellant faults the Hearing Officer from not considering 

the effects of C.R.S. 17-20-122 as exoneration or justification for his use of force. But we 

do not see where Appellant raised this issue before the Hearing Officer. It is waived6• 

We now turn to the main thrust of Appellant's argument, that being, everyone who 

testified for Appellant opined that he was justified in his use of force and that the two 

witnesses testifying for the agency did not provide sufficient evidence to support the 

Hearing Officer's determination that the Agency had met its burden of proving the rules 

violations. We are not persuaded. 

We first note that the Hearing Officer based her decision on more than just the 

testimony of two witnesses. Specifically, the Hearing Officer was able to review the video of 

the incident. She was able to determine independent of anyone's opinions that: there was 

s At the bottom of page 10 of his brief, Appellant refers to this opining based on videos and reports as 
Monday morning quarterbacking. We think a more accurate analogy would be to consider the Civilian 
Review Officer as the League Commissioner who is deciding whether to impose discipline for a late or 
dirty hit even though the refs on the field may have not even called a penalty. The Commissioner has the 
ability and right to do that, irrespective of the fact that he was not on the field, or maybe not even in the 
stadium at the time the dirty hit was made. 
6 This statute does not appear as part of the Agency's use of force policy. In addition, it has no 
applicability to the City and County of Denver. The statute applies only to corrections officers and 
facilities of the State of Colorado. Further, the Hearing Officer determined that the prisoner did not resist 
or refuse to obey a lawful command, so even if it were to apply to the City, it would not apply to this 
situation. 
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no need for Appellant to insert himself into the escorting of the prisoner because Deputies 

Lucero and Swarr had things under control; there was no need for Appellant to initiate any 

interaction, let alone the two bumps with the prisoner; the prisoner made no physically 

threatening gestures towards Appellant; Deputies Swarr and Lucero acted as if the prisoner 

made no physically threatening gestures towards them or Appellant; and Appellant went 

hands-on to throat of the prisoner, choking him. The Hearing Officer could take these 

findings and review them against the published policies of the Agency and reasonably 

conclude, as she did, irrespective of anyone else's opinion, that Appellant's actions violated 

Departmental policy against the use of unreasonable force. This conclusion was bolstered 

by record evidence indicating that the bumps administered by Appellant were not an 

exercise of "command presence" (as asserted by Appellant) and that the use of the 

chokehold is not taught as an approved technique under the circumstances presented by 

this record. Cementing, as it were, the Hearing Officer's independent decision is her finding 

that Appellant was not credible7 in offering his justifications for this particular use of force. 

Regardless of any opinions expressed by anyone to the contrary, there is sufficient evidence 

in the record to support the Hearing Officer's findings and conclusions. As such, finding no 

issue with her interpretation of any law, rule or policy, her findings and conclusions are not 

clearly erroneous. 

Appellant further contends that the Civilian Review Officer is unqualified to opine 

that Appellant violated Agency policies concerning the prohibition against the use of 

unreasonable force. As the Agency noted in its brief, we have plowed this land before. We 

have previously rejected this same argument. See, e.g., In re Darrell Jordan, CSB 30-14A, 

2 (1/15/15); Lovingier v. Dept. of Safety, CSB 48-13A, p. 5 (11/7/14). Appellant has 

7 It is axiomatic that the Hearing Officer is in the best position to make credibility determinations and that 
such credibi)ity determinations are square)y within her province as a hearing officer and finder of fact. 
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offered us no rationale for going in a different direction. 8 

In reviewing the record of this case, as well as other records for prior decisions, 

we have noted what we consider to be a disturbing trend in these hearings. We believe it 

must be explicitly stated that it is opinion of this Board that the Hearing Officer wastes 

valuable time, energy and resources in entertaining and allowing the constant badgering of 

the Safety Department's civilian representative decision-makers concerning their lack of 

prior law enforcement employment. Every such question, and every similar question, is 

nothing more than a challenge to the Safety Department's civilian oversight which is 

mandated by the Denver City Charter. It is time for the parties and the Hearing Officer's to 

recognize this and for the Hearing Officers to greatly reduce, if not eliminate from the 

hearings altogether, these improper inquiries. Any such questions do not go to the witness's 

ability to express on opinion. They do not impact on the witness's qualifications to express 

an opinion. They do not go to the witness's credibility regarding the expression of the 

opinions. This is so because the Charter does not require, or necessarily even contemplate 

that they possess any law enforcement experience before being charged with the 

responsibility of setting, defining, interpreting, monitoring and enforcing departmental 

policy. It is the Department of Safety that sets policy. It is the Department of Safety that 

has the plenary responsibility9 of determining whether its agents and employees have acted 

in conformance with those policies, and if not, what needs to be done about it. 

Finally, Appellant seems to urge us to find the Hearing Officer's decision to be 

clearly erroneous because Appellant's witnesses opined that Appellant did nothing 

wrong. Of course, because this was a de novo hearing, it was up to the Hearing Officer 

to consider the policies in question, interpret them, find facts, and apply those facts to 

s To be clear, we believe these pronouncements to constitute precedent. 
9 Subject only, where appropriate, to our review or review by the Courts. 
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the policies in determining whether Appellant's actions violated those policies. In doing 

so, like any other fact finder, she had the option of weighing testimony and assessing 

credibility. More relevant to the argument advanced by Appellant, she had the power to 

accept or reject the opinions of witnesses, even experts, and certainly had the power to 

reject expert opinion, especially when she believed, as she did here, that those opinions 

were not reasonable in light of the facts as she found them to be. See, e.g., Morrison v. 

Barnhart, 144 Fed.Appx. 740 (10th Cir. 2005); U.S. v. Orr, 2009 WL 77531 (D.Colo. 

2009); Vista Ridge Development, LLC v. Assurance Co. of America, 2009 WL 960718 

(D.Colo. 2009); People v. Destro, 215 P.3d 1147 (Colo.App. 2008). The Hearing Officer 

did not find the opinions offered by Appellants' witnesses to be persuasive. That was 

her right; and such a determination did not amount to error. 

We find no error in any finding or conclusion made by the Hearing Officer. 

Consequently, her decision is AFFIRMED. 

SO ORDERED by the Board on June 18, 2015, and documented this 6th day of August, 2015. 

Board Members Concurring: 

Patti Klinge 

Derrick Fuller 
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